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The metropolitan region of Buenos
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Ten to fifteen percent of the
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two main rivers Rio Reconquista and
Riachuelo
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These settlements are often socially
and spatially isolated from the
formal city (e.g. from centralities),
thus lacking access to opportunities

Because of the marginality of their
location they also suffer from
environmental risks such as flooding,
especially in the river basin areas
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Considering local, regional and metropolitan
scale & considering physical and socioeconomic interventions

Their close location to industries
(purple) and illegal rubbish dumps
(grey)
also
increases
their
vulnerability and deteriorates their
living conditions
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personal interest in
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MOTIVATION

increasing number of
informal settlements

The framework chosen for this project is the Rio Reconquista proposal by the provincial government of Buenos Aires for the improvement of the basin of
this river, which includes environmental interventions, infrastructure improvements and urban development including informal settlement upgrading.

informal settlement
upgrading approaches
are not sufficient
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PROBLEMS
flooding
other environmental concerns (pollution)
precarious informal settlements
poor connectivity across river
conflicting land uses
ʻbacksideʼ character of area
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the Rio Reconquista proposal does
not sufficiently recognize local needs
and potentials
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inter-jurisdictional support
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Project location: Barrio Independencia area

Problem statement

The informal settlement used as a specific site to test out the potentials of the Rio Reconquista proposal to act as a carrier for upgrading and integration
of informal settlements is Barrio Independencia. This settlement, of 5,000-8,000 inhabitants, is located in the municipality of San Martin in Greater
Buenos Aires and suffers from a number of problems including flooding, pollution and a lack of public space.

The Rio Reconquista project provides an interesting and
promising framework for the upgrading and integration of
informal settlements located in its basin. However, the current
Rio Reconquista proposal does not sufficiently recognize local
needs and potentials, and is therefore not yet able to act as an
appropriate carrier for this upgrading and integration.

1. What planning instruments are needed to allow top-down
regional proposals to work with local initiatives in marginalized
informal areas in order to improve the spatial conditions and
integration of these areas into the city?
2. What functional programme and collective spatial
configuration meets the different demands of the stakeholders
on the level of the federal government, the municipality and the
local population?
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3. What urban design recognizes local spatial qualities and
potentials and uses these to activate the upgrading and
integration of the informal settlement?

PHASE 1

Proposed Planning Framework

Physical outputs
STEPS

The following steps have been identified as being important in the participatory urban decision-making
process. They are divided into four phases: a Preparatory and Stakeholder MobilisationPHASE
phase;1a Collective
PREPARATORY
AND
STAKEHOLDER
Vision Development and Stakeholder Commitment phase; a Strategy Formulation and Implementation
phase;
MOBILIZATION
and finally a Monitoring, Evaluation and Consolidation phase. For each of the different steps the outputs of
these
steps as applied to Barrio Independencia
informal settlement are provided.
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along lagoon claimed
Existing
by residents and developed
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• slow
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• severe lack of public space
many streetsofpaved
• no• recognition
3 dewithout
Julio
adequate drainage or unpaved

• varying quality and
condition

• increase number of local
waste collection points L/NF

DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

• improve water drainage
underneath highway RR
• connect to formal (closed)
stormwater drainage system
• reinstate lagoon area RR
• improve water drainage
underneath highway RR

• reinstate lagoon area RR

• consolidate municipal waste
collection M

• relocate recycling site to
CEAMSE terrain to reduce
local pollution RR

New profile canal

• education on waste disposal

M
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M
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PHASE 4 - Long term
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currently below governmental
standard RR
• densification within Barrio
Independencia, construct new
edge along settlement
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PHASE 1 - Immediate
• increase training courses at
existing centro de madres

• employment centre only
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• lack of capacity

• poor access to train station
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PHASE 2 - Short term
• expand capacity existing
school building by adding
second story
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PHASE 4 - Long term

-with recommendations for upscaling and replication

• construct new training
centre and additional
classroom within Barrio
Independencia
neighbourhood M
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• enable employment centre
use for informal residents M
• stimulate residents’
participation in
neighbourhood construction
works by municipality M

• extend bus network to
allow for easier physical access
to formal job opportunities

• increase training courses at
existing centro de madres

• inclusion in workshops and
consultation events

M

• micro-credit schemes run by
NGOs and improvement
spatial conditions to stimulate
small enterprises RR
• construction of allotment
garden park to stimulate
productivity of the area

L/NF + M

• lack of capacity to
participate in decision-making
process

L/NF

RR
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Existing situation

PHASE 1 - Immediate

• slow process of legalization

• increase perceived security
of tenure (de facto) through
official recognition by
municipality

• increase perceived security
of tenure (de facto) through
physical improvement projects
by municipality M

M

•designation of area as Zone
of Special Social Interest to
prevent land speculation and
facilitate development of the
area RR

• no recognition of 3 de Julio

Element

UN Habitat Participatory Urban Decision
Making Toolkit, Nairobi, 2001
own addition
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PHASE 2 - Short term

PHASE 3 - Medium term
• provide legal security of
tenure (de juro) through
cooperative ownership to
speed up process
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PHASE 4 - Long term
• provide legal security of
tenure (de juro)by means of
individual ownership

M + RR

• relocation 3 de Julio
residents to officially endorsed
housing developments
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-with recommendations for upscaling and replication
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Public space
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• shortage of space for
educational facilities
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open drainage system M
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PHASE 4

• clear out creek M

• houses built close to edge

• collection: waste baskets
along street and containers
along creek
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open drainage system M
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improve drainage along
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• degraded canal banks
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supply system to reduce
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PHASE 2 - Short term

• extend water tank system

• capacity reduced through
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Although this integrative proposal so far remains an academic exercise,
it is hoped that it provides fuel for the current discussion on appropriate
approaches to informal settlement upgrading.

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION 2

PREPARATORY AND STAKEHOLDER
MOBILIZATION

PHASE

Physical interventions
In line with the steps proposed in the participatory urban decision-making
process, a physical proposal for the upgrading and integration of Barrio
Independencia informal settlement has been developed. The outputs of
this proposal range from a regional strategy for the river basin area
(with elements including urban development, flood measures and public
space networks) to a local design for the settlement itself, in which local
flood measures are introduced, an allotment garden park is developed
and a new square is proposed on the intersection between the informal
and formal neighbourhood. Throughout the physical proposal, the focus
remains on reducing vulnerability and risk of informal settlement residents,
strengthening their assets and integrating the settlement into the formal city.

PROBLEMS
flooding
pollution
lack of (good quality) public space
lack of (educational) facilities
spatial fragmention and social segregation
high density, weak internal block structure

Barrio Independencia area

Research questions

PHASE

Participatory planning framework
In order to enable the informal residents to actively take part in the decisionmaking process, a participatory planning framework has been developed,
which consists of a series of steps and participatory planning tools. The
UN-Habitat urban decision-making toolkit (2001) has been taken as a
starting point and has been elaborated to include a more spatial focus and
to better suit the Argentinean planning context. Steps include stakeholder
analysis, asset vulnerability assessments, the development of a collective
vision for the river basin, the negotiation of an Urban Pact (a stakeholders’
agreement to commit to the project) and the development of strategies,
action plans and demonstration projects.

Rio Reconquista proposal by provincial government

source both images: Programa de Manejo Urbano Ambiental Sostenible de la Cuenca del Río Reconquista, Subsecretaría de Urbanismo y Vivienda, Ministerio de Infraestructura, Gobierno de la Provincia de Buenos Aires
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The need for an integrative strategy to slum upgrading
According to United Nations estimates, nearly one billion people over the
world now live in informal settlements (UNDESA, 2010), which is one-third
of the total urban population. However, as stated in the UN Millennium
Development Goal Report of 2010 (p62), ‘slum improvements, though
considerable, are failing to keep pace with the growing ranks of the urban
poor’. In Greater Buenos Aires, the metropolitan region of Buenos Aires and
the context of my graduation project, an estimated 10 to 15% of the total
population lives in so-called villas miserias or informal settlements. These
settlements are predominantly located on marginal lands in the periphery
of the city, such as in flood plains or near landfill sites. They are often
both socially and spatially isolated from the formal city and are generally
excluded from the urban decision-making process. In order to structurally
address the problems faced by these informal city dwellers, any informal
settlement upgrading initiative should therefore be considered in a wider
framework of integration into the formal city, environmental interventions
and larger urban processes.
The case of Barrio Independencia
For my MSc Urbanism graduation project, I have developed an integrative
approach to informal settlement upgrading, with a particular focus on
Barrio Independencia informal settlement. This settlement is located in
the river basin of the Rio Reconquista in Greater Buenos Aires and has
approximately 7,500 inhabitants. It suffers from regular flooding, a heavily
polluted creek, lack of public space, limited access to job opportunities
and social facilities and exclusion from decision-making processes.
The upgrading strategy proposed consists of two parts: a participatory
planning framework and physical interventions, both aimed at integrating
the settlement into the formal city and reducing the vulnerability and risk of
its residents. It is offered as an alternative to an existing proposal for the
improvement of the Rio Reconquista river basin currently being developed
by the provincial government of Buenos Aires, in which local stakeholders
are not sufficiently considered. Outputs of this graduation project have
been based on literature review, case study reviews, research by design
and a study visit to Buenos Aires to visit Barrio Independencia and several
other informal settlements in this metropolitan region.

Potential framework: Rio Reconquista proposal
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Summary

• lack of capacity

• poor access to train station

L/NF

PHASE 2 - Short term
• expand capacity existing
school building by adding
second story

L/NF
• enable employment centre
use for informal residents M
• stimulate residents’
participation in
neighbourhood construction
works by municipality M

• extend bus network to
allow for easier physical access
to formal job opportunities

• increase training courses at
existing centro de madres

• inclusion in workshops and
consultation events

M

Proposed local design
PHASE 3 - Medium term

PHASE 4 - Long term

source all diagrams: author’s own

• construct new training
centre and additional
classroom within Barrio
Independencia
neighbourhood M
• micro-credit schemes run by
NGOs and improvement
spatial conditions to stimulate
small enterprises RR
• construction of allotment
garden park to stimulate
productivity of the area

L/NF + M

• lack of capacity to
participate in decision-making
process

L/NF

New urban square
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